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Abstract: Fully polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (PolSAR) can transmit and receive
electromagnetic energy on four polarization channels (HH, HV, VH, VV). The data acquired from
four channels have both similarities and complementarities. Utilizing the information between
the four channels can considerably improve the performance of PolSAR image classification.
Convolutional neural network can be used to extract the channel-spatial features of PolSAR images.
Self-paced learning has been demonstrated to be instrumental in enhancing the learning robustness
of convolutional neural network. In this paper, a novel classification method for PolSAR images
using self-paced convolutional neural network (SPCNN) is proposed. In our method, each pixel
is denoted by a 3-dimensional tensor block formed by its scattering intensity values on four
channels, Pauli’s RGB values and its neighborhood information. Then, we train SPCNN to extract
the channel-spatial features and obtain the classification results. Inspired by self-paced learning,
SPCNN learns the easier samples first and gradually involves more difficult samples into the training
process. This learning mechanism can make network converge to better values. The proposed method
achieved state-of-the-art performances on four real PolSAR dataset.

Keywords: PolSAR classification; self-paced learning; self-paced convolutional neural network

1. Introduction

Fully polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (PolSAR) is a multi-channel coherent microwave
imaging system. Differing from single-PolSAR, which can only obtain the complex values from the
echo power of the objects, fully PolSAR can also obtain the polarization information of the scattering
electromagnetic wave. The polarization information makes PolSAR an advantageous tool for terrain
classification. Many approaches for PolSAR image classification have been proposed. Depending on
whether training labels are required, these approaches are divided into unsupervised and supervised
classification methods. The commonly used unsupervised methods include H/a [1], H/a-Wishart [2]
and H/a/A-Wishart [3], which classify samples according to the statistical characteristics of the
polarization features obtained by Cloude decomposition [1]. The supervised methods mainly
include two steps: feature extraction and classifier design. In the step of feature extraction,
the polarization information and texture information are the most commonly used classification
features [4,5]. After extracting the features, it is important to design an appropriate classifier.
Some scholars have successfully applied support vector machine (SVM) [6,7], random forest (RF) [5],
sparse representation [8], artificial neural networks (ANNs) [9] and other machine learning methods
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to PolSAR image classification. Although these supervised methods have achieved good performance,
using traditional methods to extract features such as polarization features or texture features of
PolSAR data has limitations. Features learned from the raw data in a task-driven way could be more
representative and discriminative for specific applications.

At the same time, spatial information has been widely used in the field of polarization SAR
image classification. Dargahi et al. [10] modeled the context information using Markov Random Field
(MRF) combined with Bayesian approach, which was proved to be instrumental for Wishart classifier.
Feng et al. [11] utilized polarization information and context information by combining sparse-based
classification methods with superpixel concepts. The method improves the classification accuracy
of the PolSAR and reduces the computational burden. Zhang et al. [12] proposed a polarimetric
feature vector-based PolSAR image classification method using the Nearest-Regularized subspace
approach. In addition to considering the spatial information applied to polarization SAR image
classification, it introduces MRF in the modeling process, which provides a basis for the model
proposed in the research and achieves good results in Flevoland data. Xu et al. [13] proposed
a supervised superpixel-based classification method that can be used to suppress the influence
of speckle noise on PolSAR images, so as to obtain accurate and consistent classification results.
The specific implementation uses a stochastic expectation maximization (SEM) algorithm to combine
statistical information with spatial context information and achieves more accurate classification results.
In summary, the application of spatial information to the classification of polarimetric SAR images is
still an attractive research area.

In recent years, deep learning has attracted widespread interests in the field of computer
version [14,15], natural language processing [16,17] and speech recognition [18,19]. Deep learning is
fulfilled by a deep neural network (DNN) that has multiple hidden layers and nonlinear activation
functions to learn and represent highly nonlinear data. Convolutional neural network (CNN) [20]
is one of the commonly used deep learning algorithms. It is primarily applied to computer version
applications because of its superior performances in processing 2D and 3D data. Aiming to extract
more effective features and improve the PolSAR image classification results, some classification
methods based on CNN have been proposed. Zhou et al. [21] applied deep CNN PolSAR image
classification and the hierarchical polarimetric spatial features were automatically extracted to represent
the raw data, which are more effective than manually extracted polarization and texture features.
The convolutional-wavelet neural network (CWNN) [22] was proposed by Duan et al. to conduct
SAR image segmentation, which included a wavelet constrained pooling layer in CNN and combined
MRF to suppress the noise and maintain feature structures. The complex-valued CNN (CV-CNN) [23]
utilized both the amplitude and phase information of complex PolSAR data, which reduced the
classification error further. Wang et al. [24] proposed a fixed-feature-size CNN (FFS-CNN) for
multi-pixel simultaneous classification of PolSAR Images, which exploited the interrelation of pixels
within a small patch and superior classification efficiency was achieved. In order to better exploit the
polarimetric information, [25] proposed a polarimetric scattering matrix encoding strategy for CNN
based PolSAR Image Classification. Chen et al. [26] proposed a polarimetric-feature-driven deep CNN
classification scheme. In their method, both classical roll-invariant polarization features and hidden
polarization features in the rotation domain are used to train the proposed deep CNN model. It made
the proposed deep CNN converge faster than normal CNN. However, above classification methods
only extract spatial information. The raw data on the four polarization channels was converted into
other forms or extracted polarization features as the input to the network. This operation is not
conducive to the extraction of channel features.

Self-paced learning (SPL) has been attracting broad attention in improving the performance of the
learning model since it was first proposed by Kumar and Packer et al [27]. SPL was inspired by the
learning process of human who learn the easier aspects of the task first and then gradually involve more
difficult aspects into the learning process. This learning mechanism has been empirically demonstrated
to be instrumental in helping classifier achieve a stronger generalization capability [28,29]. SPL has
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been widely used in many problems such as multimedia search [30], long-term tracking [31] and visual
category discovery [32]. In the field of SAR images processing, Shang et al. [33] proposed an algorithm
based on SPL for change detection in SAR images.

Fully PolSAR can obtain echo data on the four polarization channels. There are both
complementarity and correlation between the four channels. Extracting information between
channels can provide additional discriminative information for PolSAR image classification.
Therefore, to improve classification performance, we extract channel-spatial features directly from the
raw data of four channels. The Pauli’s RGB image is added to raw data as a supplement to the texture
information. In addition, for CNN-based PolSAR classification methods, some input tensor block
may contain heterogeneous information especially on the boundary of terrain. In order to better train
these tensor blocks and enhance the learning robustness of CNN, we improve CNN with self-paced
learning (SPL). The idea of combining CNN and SPL was first investigated by Gong et al. [34],
which dynamically allocated larger weights to the easy samples in the early phase of training to reduce
the influence of complicated samples such as noisy and unreliable data. The effectiveness of this
method was verified by digital image (MINIST datasets) classification.

The SPCNN proposed in this paper maintains its novelty and difference form the above-mentioned
contributions. The designed SPCNN considered specifically the applications in PolSAR imagery
interpretation which contains abundant channel-spatial information as well as much noise.
Different from the SPL regularization term adopted in Gong’s work that each sample is assigned
a numerical weight reflecting the easiness of learning, the SPCNN proposed in this paper adopts
a binary self-paced learning regularization term that focuses on the easy and high quality individuals
in the beginning. Furthermore, the designed network forms each pixel as a 3-D tensor block which
contains rich channel-spatial information, helping the network learn the salient and receptive features
from the correlated inputs. These learning strategies comprehensively consider the characteristics of
PolSAR image applications, enhance the learning robustness of the network.

Additionally, the method is designed to deal with the problem of polarimetric SAR image
classification with wide swath and complex noise. In the traditional polarimetric SAR image processing
method, the image must first go through the denoising preprocessing. In this paper, we sufficiently
understand the correlation between the four channels and combine the RGB information in the Pauli’s
RGB image and the scattering intensity values to form the features. In the experimental part, it has been
proven that the proposed method achieved superior classification performance without the de-noising
pretreatment, which validates effectiveness of the method in denoising.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the proposed
method. Experimental results on four real PolSAR datasets are demonstrated in Section 3.
Finally, some discussions and insights for the properties of SPCNN are drawn in Sections 4 and 5
provides a brief conclusion.

2. Methodology

PolSAR image classification refers to classifying each single-pixel to a certain terrain type.
Thus, in this paper, we propose a pixel-based classification approach named SPCNN. The proposed
method consists of the following steps: 1. Construct the 3-D tensor block to represent each pixel in
PolSAR image, which contains rich channel-spatial information and is suitable for being the CNN input.
2. Design a 6-layer SPCNN to extract the channel-spatial features and conduct per-pixel classification.
3. Train the SPCNN.

2.1. 3-Dimensional Tensor Block Representation of PolSAR Data

Fully PolSAR can transmit and receive electromagnetic energy in four polarizations (HH, HV,
VH, VV). This allows for much richer characterization of the observed targets than single PolSAR.
Figure 1 shows the scattering intensity images on four polarization channels of San Francisco dataset.
This dataset will be described in detail in Section 3. As shown in Figure 1, each pixel has similar or
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complementary scattering intensity for each of the polarization channels. For example, compared
with other areas, the area in the red circle has a weaker scattering intensity on HH and HV channels
but a stronger scattering intensity on VH and VV. To preserve the information between the four
channels, the scattering intensity images of each channel are used as the raw PolSAR data. In addition,
Pauli’s RGB image contains rich texture information, the use of texture information can further improve
the accuracy of classification [35]. Therefore, the m× n× 7 tensor formed by the scattering intensity
values and the Pauli’s RGB values is used to represent the raw PolSAR data, where m and n represent
the height and width of the image, respectively. Then each pixel can be denoted by a p × p × 7
tensor block, where p is the neighborhood size. The construction process of SPCNN input is shown
in Figure 2.
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(SPCNN) input.

2.2. Network Architecture

The architecture of SPCNN is shown in Figure 3, which contains an input layer, three convolution
layers, a fully connected layer and a softmax classifier [36] connected to the output. The input layer has
the size of p× p× 7, which is equal to the size of input tensor block. The size of the convolution filters
in each convolutional layer is 3× 3× h× g, where h and g denote the values of the third dimension
and the number of convolution filters, respectively. The reason why we use smaller convolution filter
is that the convolution filter with small size (such as 3× 3) and deeper architectures can generally
obtain better results [37]. Using multiple smaller convolution filters instead of one large convolution
filter results in parameters with the same size of receptive field, for example, the size of the receptive
field of each pixel in the feature map obtained by two 3× 3 convolution operation is the same as
a 5× 5 convolution operation. Suppose that the number of convolution filters per convolution layer
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is k, then the number of the parameters of two 3× 3 convolution operation is 2× 3× 3× k = 18k,
which is less than that of 5× 5 convolution operation, 5× 5× k = 25k. In our network, the filter size of
the first convolutional layer is 3× 3× 7× 64. And the filter sizes of the second and third convolutional
layer are 3× 3× 64× 32 and 3× 3× 32× 32, respectively. All the convolution stride is fixed to 1 pixel.
The fully connected layer contains 128 neurons, which produces a classification feature vector of length
128. The number of neurons in the output layer is c, which is equal to the number of class. The rectified
linear units (ReLU) activation function [38] is applied to the three convolution layers and the fully
connected layer. In term of training time with gradient decent, ReLU tends to be more efficient than
other activation functions [15].
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As shown in Figure 3, the pooling layer is not used in our network. The pooling layer is commonly
used to reduce the size of the feature map, thereby reducing the number of parameters in the network.
Nonetheless, pooling operation may also lose useful information. Differing from the image-based
classification model, SPCNN is utilized for pixel-based classification. The input tensor block of SPCNN
consists of pixels in a small spatial neighborhood, so it is unnecessary to carry out the pooling operation.

2.3. Training SPCNN

Suppose D = {(Xi, yi), i = 1 . . . n}, Xi ∈ Rp×p×7 are the training dataset, in which Xi denotes the
ith observed sample and yi represents its ground truth label during training. Training samples are
fed into the input layer with the size of p× p× 7. Then the samples are filtered by 64 convolution
filters with the size of 3× 3× 7 in the first convolutional layer. After nonlinear mapping, the first
convolutional layer produces 64 feature maps with the size of (p − 2) × (p − 2) × 64. Taking the
64 feature maps as the input of the second convolutional layer, it produces 32 feature maps with the
size of (p− 4)× (p− 4)× 32. Similarly, the third convolution layer produces 32 feature maps with the
size of (p− 6)× (p− 6)× 32. After the fully connected layer, the 128-D classification feature vector is
obtained, which is used as the input of the softmax classifier. Finally, SPCNN produces the predicted
probability distributions g(Xi) over all the classes of each pixel.

The loss function L(yi, g(Xi)) of softmax classifier can be formulated as follows:

L(yi, g(Xi)) = −
c

∑
j=1

1{yi = j} log(
eωT

j zi

c
∑

k=1
eωT

k zi

) (1)

Here, c represents the number of class. ωT
j (T is the transpose operator) denotes the weight vector

of the jth neuron of the output layer. zi is the output vector of the ith sample. 1{yi = j} is an indictor
function. When yi = j, 1{yi = j} is equal to 1 and 0 otherwise.
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Differing from the traditional CNN, SPCNN learns the easier samples of the training dataset
first and then gradually involves more samples in the training process. The weight variable
v = [v1, . . . vi, . . . vn] is introduced to represent the learning difficulties of samples, where vi denotes
the weight of the ith sample. The optimization goal of SPCNN is to minimize the training loss under the
weight distribution of the samples. Thence, according to the SPL model proposed by Kumar et al. [27],
the objective function of SPCNN can be expressed by the sum of the loss function L(yi, g(Xi)) shown
in Equation (1) and the regularization term f (v, λ) as:

min
W,b,v

Espl(W, b, v) = min
W,b,v

[
1
n

n

∑
i=1

[vi · L(yi, g(Xi))] + f (v, λ)

]
(2)

where W and b are the trainable parameters of the network, denoting the weight matrix and bias
vector, respectively. λ is the age parameter to control the learning process, which is initialized
before training. Here, the regularization term f (v, λ) shown in Equation (3) is the self-paced
regularizer, which determines the values of v. Meng et al. [39] have proposed several typical self-paced
regularization terms. In our method, the binary regularization term is adopted. Under the constraint of
the binary regularization term, the weight of each sample is binary (0 or 1). The binary regularization
term can be expressed as:

f (v, λ) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1
−λvi (3)

Substitute Equation (3) into Equation (2) and simplify the equation, fix W and b, the weight vi that
denotes the difficulty level of the ith sample can be calculated by minimizing Equation (4), where Li is
the abbreviation for L(yi, g(Xi)),

v = arg min
v

[
1
n

n
∑

i=1
vi · L(yi, g(Xi))− λvi

]
= arg min

v
1
n

n
∑

i=1
vi(Li − λ)

(4)

⇒
{

vi = 1 i f Li < λ

vi = 0 i f Li ≥ λ
, i = 1, · · · n. (5)

Equation (5) illustrates that when the training loss Li of the sample Xi is less than the age parameter
λ, this sample is considered as an easier sample and its weight is set to 1, otherwise its weight is set to
0. In the training process of SPCNN, the value of λ will gradually increase according to the equation
λ = λ · k, k > 1. When the age parameter λ becomes larger, the model tends to incorporate more
difficult samples to train, which holds that: lim

λ−>∞
vi = 1, ∀ i.

There are three variables (W, b and v) in the objective function (2), which are difficult to optimize
simultaneously. We obtain the solution according to the following steps.

Step 1: Initialize the parameters of SPCNN W, b and λ. For the W initializer, the scale of
initialization is determined based on the number of input and output neurons [40]. For the b initializer,
it was simply initialized as 0. In general, we need the range of training loss values in advance to
determine the initial value of λ. In our experiment, the initial value of λ is set to the first quartile of
losses during training, namely the first cut point when dividing all losses in the order from small to
large into four equal parts. Then set model optimization parameter including the number of epochs,
learning rate α and pace parameter k.

Step 2: Apply mini-batch gradient descent algorithm and back propagation to train the model.
Step 2.1: Select a mini-batch sample to feed into the network.
Step 2.2: Fix the parameter W and b, obtain the output vector and training loss for each input

sample through forward propagation and then calculate the weight variable v by Equation (5).
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Step 2.3: Fix the weight variable v and update the parameter W and b by mini-batch stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) with momentum.

Step 2.4: A new mini-batch sample is selected to optimize the parameter until all the samples
are included.

Step 3: Update λ, λ = κλ, κ > 1. Repeat Step 2 until the number of epochs achieves the
predefined threshold.

3. Experiments

In this section, the performance of SPCNN is demonstrated and analyzed with four real PolSAR
data sets, which contain two Flevoland data sets, a San Francisco bay data and a Yellow River data.
The overview of the four datasets are depicted in Table 1 and described in each sub-section. In addition,
the proposed method is compared with several state-of-the-art PolSAR classification methods,
including H/α-Wishart [2], Wishart-CAE [41], SVM, CNN [21] and CV-CNN [23]. For the SVM
method, the libsvm-3.2 toolbox [42] is used. For the CNN method as a comparison, the experiments
shown in the paper were conducted by training on the CNN the same configuration as SPCNN
but without the SPL term, except the results for Flevoland Dataset from AIRSAR was picked from
work [21]. And the hyper-parameter setting and the optimization of the CNN network are exactly the
same as the SPCNN. We believe this comparison provides an intuitive understanding of the impact of
SPL on CNN based method.

Table 1. Overview of the Four Experimental Data Sets.

Scene System & Band Date Resolution Size #Class

Flevoland AIRSAR L August 1989 12 × 6 m 1024 × 750 15
San Francisco bay RADARSAT-2 C April 2008 10 × 5 m 1800 × 1380 5

Flevoland RADARSAT-2 C April 2008 10 × 5 m 1200 × 1400 4
Yellow River ALOS-2 L May 2015 3.125m 960 × 690 4

The training data was randomly selected from each of the class. For the Flevoland AIRSAR L
data set, 6.4% and 9% of the training data was selected to make a fair comparison with the existing
results. Then 1%, 2% and 20% of the training data was randomly selected from the San Francisco,
Flevoland RADARSAT-2 C and Yellow River data sets, respectively, for training the model. In all of
the experiments, 20% of the randomly selected training data was chosen for validation. After training
the algorithm, the entire data was tested to provide a classification map and performance statistics.
The overall accuracy (OA) is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed and compared methods.
Experiments in this article were carried out on a workstation with Intel(R) Core i7-6900K CUP,
64G RAM and NVIDIA Titan X Pascal GPU. The algorithm was implemented by Matlab R2017b
with deep learning toolbox.

In order to provide a fair comparison between SPCNN and other methods, the hyper-parameters
of each method were optimized through the following procedures and reported at each experiments.
For the proposed SPCNN, the learning rate α and pace parameter k were optimized through a coarse
and fine search combination. Specifically, the coarse search range for the learning rate α is [−4, −1]
in log scale at a step size of 0.5 and pace parameter k is [1.05, 1.3] at a step size 0.05, respectively.
Then a fine search was carried out around the values determined from the coarse search at step size 0.1
and 0.01, for α and k, respectively. The number of epochs was determined through the observation
of when the training and validation loss achieved a stable range. The other parameters for SPCNN
were either predefined or the default values in the CNN framework built in the Matlab Deep Learning
Toolbox were used. For example, the batch size was set to 100, the momentum friction of 0.9 was used
and so forth. For the CNN based algorithms, similarly to SPCNN, the learning rate was optimized and
the predefined or default values were used for the other hyper-parameter. For the Wishart algorithms,
true number of classes of each data set was used as the input number of clusters. The parameters for
SVM algorithm were optimized through the grid search. For example, we verified the linear kernel,
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the polynomial kernel with order from 2 to 5 and RBF kernel with σ between [0.5, 5] at a coarse
search step size 0.5 and a fine search step size 0.1. The optimal overall classification performance
was reported.

3.1. Experiment on Flevoland Dataset from AIRSAR

The first experiment was carried out on the four-look fully polarimetric L-band data of Flevoland,
Netherlands. The PolSAR dataset with the size of 1024 × 750 pixels and resolution of 12 × 6 m
was collected by NASA/JPL AIRSAR in mid-August 1989 during the MAESTRO-1 Campaign.
Figure 4 illustrates the corresponding Pauli’s RGB image and ground truth, respectively (the ground
truth is obtained by [43]). There are 15 classes in this ground truth map, where each class indicates
a type of land covering and is identified by one color. 167,712 pixels are labeled in the ground truth.
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For the SPCNN, besides the structure of the model, the neighborhood size p of the input tensor
block is vital, which affects the representation ability of the features extracted from the input tensor
block. To obtain the optimal classification results, the value of p is empirically determined by
experiments. This experiment is conducted on part of the Flevoland dataset. The value of p is
set to 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 and 15, respectively, for training the network. It should be noted that when the
value of p is 5, the network has only the first two convolutional layers. The overall accuracy (OA) of
SPCNN on the test set when p takes the above values is shown in Figure 5. The experimental results
are in line with our conjecture. The OA shows a trend of increasing first and then decreasing with the
increase of the value of p. When the value of p is smaller, there is little spatial and texture information
contained in the tensor block of each sample, which is not conducive to extract the deep and abstract
features to represent the original data. Figure 6a visualizes the classification result when the value
of p is set to 5. There are a lot of noise in Figure 6a, indicating that the value of p is too small for the
network to learn enough spatial information. Conversely, when the value of p is large, the tensor block
will include the heterogeneous information, especially for pixels on the boundary. The heterogeneous
information of tensor block may affect the training of the network. In addition, too large input tensor
block will also cause longer time for model training and testing. As shown in Figure 6b, although it
obtains better classification results in the homogeneous areas, there are many misclassification pixels
in the boundary areas. The experimental result shows that when the value of p is set to 9, the network
has the highest OA on Flevoland dataset. However, it does not mean that it is optimal for all data
sets when the value of p is 9. Here are some suggestions for determining the value of p on the other
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datasets. For the PolSAR datasets that contain many small objects, the classification results need to
better reflect the details of each category. The value of p should be set to a relatively small value.
Conversely, when most scenes of PolSAR image are homogeneous, the value of p can be large so that
the network can learn more spatial information and reduce the effect of noise on classification.
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The architecture of the network is shown in Figure 2. According to the experimental results
shown in Figure 5, the size of input tensor block is set to 9× 9× 7. Parameters are set as the following:
the learning rate α is 0.005 and the batch size is 100 with 60 training epochs. The parameter k is 1.1.
The SPCNN is compared with H/α-Wishart [2] and two CNN-based PolSAR classification methods,
CNN [21] and CV-CNN [23]. The results of the two CNN-based methods, CNN and CV-CNN,
were directly adopted from work [21] and [23]. They used 6.4% and 9% of the data as training samples,
respectively. To be fair, we used the same number of training samples as used by CNN and CV-CNN
to train SPCNN, respectively. The results are denoted as SPCNN-6.4% and SPCNN-9% as a specific
comparison to CNN [21] and CV-CNN [23], respectively.

Figure 7 shows the visual classification results. The statistical accuracies for each approach
are listed in Table 2. Figure 7a,b are quoted from [21] and [23]. Figure 7c,d and Figure 7e are
the results of SPCNN trained with 6.4% and 9% training samples and H/α-Wishart unsupervised
classification, respectively. From Table 2 and Figure 7, it can be seen that all three methods have
achieved satisfactory classification results. SPCNN-9% has the better visual effect and higher overall
accuracy than SPCNN-6.4%, which proves that learning more training samples can indeed improve
the generalization capability of the network. Compared with CNN, SPCNN-6.4% almost has higher
classification accuracy in every category. The superior performance of SPCNN-6.4% benefits from the
form of the input tensor block. In our method, each pixel is represented by the raw scattering intensity
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values on four channels and the Pauli’s RGB values. So the network can simultaneously extract
the channel and spatial features. For compared method CV-CNN, its result is shown in Figure 7b,
which is close to the performance of SPCNN-9% on OA. The SPCNN-9% outperforms CV-CNN in
some categories, especially in Stembeans, Rapeseed, Wheat 2, Wheat 3 and Grasses class. From the
original PolSAR image Figure 4a, it can be found that the pixel values of Wheat 2, Wheat 3 and
Rapeseed are close to each other, so it is more challenging to classify these categories. The reason why
SPCNN-9% obtains a better performance in these categories is that the training process of SPCNN is
improved by SPL, this learning mechanism can enhance the learning robustness of the network.
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Table 2. Classification accuracy of Flevoland dataset, bold for the best.

Class CNN [21] CV-CNN [23] SPCNN-6.4% SPCNN-9% H/α-Wishart [2]

Stembeans 0.926 0.988 0.976 0.991 0.951
Rapeseed 0.931 0.920 0.926 0.958 0.748
Bare soil 0.999 0.988 0.984 0.975 0.992
Potatoes 0.872 0.967 0.934 0.922 0.878

Beet 0.897 0.976 0.955 0.966 0.951
Wheat 2 0.918 0.942 0.859 0.943 0.827

Peas 0.889 0.987 0.978 0.975 0.963
Wheat 3 0.945 0.946 0.982 0.992 0.886
Lucerne 0.922 0.981 0.967 0.977 0.929
Barley 0.969 0.945 0.993 0.980 0.953
Wheat 0.936 0.950 0.992 0.985 0.862

Grasses 0.792 0.900 0.899 0.920 0.725
Forest 0.940 0.968 0.980 0.978 0.879
Water 0.989 0.994 0.901 0.989 0.518

Building 0.872 0.832 0.891 0.831 0.834
OA 0.925 0.962 0.953 0.969 0.850

3.2. Experiment on San Francisco Dataset

The second dataset was acquired by RADARSAT-2 C-band in April 2008, which covered the
San Francisco bay area with the golden gate bridge, California, USA. It included both natural and
man-made targets. The selected scene has 1800 × 1380 pixels with spatial resolution 10 × 5 m,
which mainly contains three categories, water, vegetation and man-made. The man-made terrain type
was further subdivided into high-density, developed and low-density urban according to their mixture
with other natural classes. Therefore, classification experiment had been conducted on the five major
classes: vegetation, water, high-density, low-density and developed urban. The Pauli’s RGB image
and the ground truth map [43] are shown in Figure 8. In the ground truth map, the white area denotes
the unlabeled pixels.
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Figure 8. San Francisco data set. (a) Pauli’s RGB image of San Francisco data from RADARSAT.
(b) Ground truth map for (a).

This PolSAR image has a relatively large number of pixels, we randomly choose 1% of the training
data per class (about 14432 pixels). For this PolSAR data set, the architecture of the network is the
same as that of the pervious experiment and the size of the input tensor block is set to 11× 11× 7.
Parameters are set as following: the learning rate α is 0.005 and the batch size is 100 with 30 training
epochs. The k is 1.1. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed SPCNN, state-of-the-art
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classifier Wishart convolutional autoencoder (Wishart-CAE) [42], classical Wishart classifier [2],
SVM and CNN are used as the compared methods.

As shown in Figure 9a, the Wishart classifier misclassifies many pixels, especially in high-density
urban, low-density and developed urban. From the original PolSAR image Figure 8b, it is found
that the pixel values of Low-density urban are close to that of the High-density and Developed
urban. The Wishart classifier is a maximum likelihood classifier based on Wishart distance,
which cannot correctly classify these classes with similar scattering properties. As shown in Figure 9b–e,
these classification results are in good agreement with the ground truth map. For Wishart-CAE
classifier, coherency matrix of each pixel is converted into a normalized 9-D real feature vectors.
Then the 9-channel real image is used as the raw PolSAR data. And the Wishart distance is used to
measure the error of the output and input. Table 3 is the classification accuracies, where we can see
that SPCNN still has advantage on most of the categories compared with Wishart-CAE, SVM and
CNN, especially on these land cover with similar scattering properties. The experimental results verify
the effectiveness of the channel-spatial features extracted by SPCNN and the usefulness of SPL in the
CNN training process.
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Table 3. Classification accuracy of San Francisco dataset, bold for the best.

Class H/α-Wishart [2] Wishart-CAE [42] SVM CNN SPCNN

High-density 0.496 0.929 0.773 0.826 0.945
Water 0.971 0.996 0.975 0.999 1.000

Vegetation 0.926 0.938 0.905 0.926 0.926
Developed 0.578 0.863 0.533 0.887 0.882

Low-density 0.742 0.917 0.453 0.972 0.922
OA 0.750 0.958 0.813 0.952 0.961
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3.3. Experiment on the Flevoland Dataset from RADARSAT-2

The Flevoland Dataset from RADARSAT-2 C-band is a single-look fully PolSAR data with
a resolution of 10 × 5 m and was obtained at fine quad-mode in April, 2008. A sub-region with
1200 × 1400 pixels was selected, as shown in Figure 10a and the ground truth map is shown in
Figure 9b, which is obtained from [43]. There are four main types of terrain listed as follows: forest,
cropland, water and urban area.
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Figure 10. Flevoland dataset from RADARSAT-2.

In this PolSAR image, we randomly selected 2% of the training data per class and the architecture
of the network is the same as the pervious experiment. The size of the input tensor block is set to
9× 9× 7 and the learning rate, pace parameter and training epoch used for this experiment are 0.0079,
1.15 and 15, respectively.

Comparing Figure 11 with the ground truth map, all the four methods performed well in Water.
Especially for the H/α-Wishart algorithm is an unsupervised classification method and is able to
achieve good clustering results in this homogeneous terrain. The Urban terrain is more complicated
than the other terrains and the proposed method and CNN match much better with ground truth map
in this class. From Table 4, SPCNN is successful in classification with OA 0.9451, while the OA of
CNN and SVM are 0.9337 and 0.9229 respectively. Again, the experimental results proved that the
CNN-based methods can perform better than shallow learning and SPL can enhance the generalization
ability of CNN.
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3.4. Experiment on the Yellow River Dataset from ALOS-2

The L-Band PolSAR data over the Yellow River, China, obtained from Japanese ALOS-2 satellite,
is used to validate the proposed algorithm. This SAR image was collected on May 09, 2015, with a size
of 232106 × 7496 pixels [44]. The pixel resolution is 3.125 m. The size of the subset of this data
investigated is 960 × 690. The roomed view of the sub-image is shown in Figure 12. The region
investigated in this paper contains the complex coastal region covered with different land-use types.
Figure 13a,b show the Paulis’s RGB image and ground truth map of this data set, respectively.
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Figure 13. Subset of Yellow River dataset from ALOS-2.

In this PolSAR image classification task, the architecture of the network is the same as described
above. 20% of data from each class was randomly selected as training data. The size of the input
tensor block is set to 11 × 11 × 7 and the learning rate, pace parameter and training epoch are 0.0063,
1.12 and 50, respectively. The classification results are shown in Figure 14 and Table 5.

Table 5. Classification accuracy of Yellow River dataset, bold for the best.

Class H/α-Wishart [2] SVM CNN SPCNN

Reservoir pits (1) 0.359 0.927 0.858 0.917
Saline-alkali soil (2) 0.897 0.804 0.550 0.839

Marshland (3) 0.735 0.681 0.873 0.840
Shoaly land (4) 0.034 0.063 0.193 0.530

OA 0.481 0.681 0.651 0.807
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Comparing Figure 14 and Table 5 with the ground truth map, it can be seen that the proposed

SPCNN performed well in all four classes and generally achieved the best overall performance.
Whereas the two traditional supervised classification methods, SVM and CNN, did a good job in
Reservoir pits, Saline-alkali soil and Marshland, failed to recognize the Shoaly land which contains
more noise and heterogeneous area. Since H/α-Wishart algorithm is unsupervised, it fails to
distinguish Reservoir pits from Marshland.

In order to provide an evaluation on the complexity of the proposed SPCNN, the execution time
comparison over the state-of-the-art classification methods on the Yellow River subset data is shown in
Table 6. It can be seen from the experimental results that although the classification time of proposed
SPCNN is relatively higher than the comparisons, the running time still falls into the same order
of magnitude.

Table 6. Execution time of Classification.

Methods SVM H/α-Wishart CNN SPCNN

Time 64.65s 46.19s 148.78s 215.18s

To provide an intuitive insight on the training efficiency and bias, the overall classification errors
from training data itself and validation data during training are shown in Figure 15, where we can
find that the classification error on training data is decreasing monotonically during training and
the validation error decreases during training with small amount of perturbations. This indicates
that the training strategy is effective to prevent overfitting and the network trained maintains high
generalization ability.
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4. Discussion

For PolSAR image classification, feature extraction and classifier design are the two most
important steps. For the feature extraction phase, the proposed SPCNN method adopts a 3-dimensional
tensor block for representation of the PolSAR data, which takes better use of the rich spatial information
of PolSAR data. The setting of the neighborhood size p that determines the representation capability of
the network needs some more consideration. For example, if p is set too small, the 3-D tensor block is
not able to contain enough spatial and texture information. On the contrary, too large setting of p will
include the heterogeneous information especially in the fine and complicated area. Both cases will
undermine the generalization ability of the proposed network. The experiment in the effects of varying
p provides deeper insights into the sensitivity of the model to p (see Figure 5) and some heuristics for
setting this value.

For the classifier design, the proposed SPCNN adopts the self-paced learning manner that
learns the easy part of the problem first and gradually applies to the difficult phase of the problem,
which mimics the learning process of human being. This learning strategy makes the network converge
to a better optima and is especially instrumental in difficult classification problems, which can be
verified by the Urban type classification task in the Flevoland Dataset from RADARSAT-2.

The inevitable multiplicative noise does affect the performance of polarimetric SAR image
classification. However, the proposed SPCNN has the advantage of denoising in three folds.
First, SPCNN takes the raw intensity value of fully polarimetric SAR as its input. As the correlation
information between channels is preserved, the fusion of this channel information could help denoising
and classification. Furthermore, each pixel formed as a 3-D tensor block containing rich spatial
information is forwarded into the designed network, which provides a spatial denoising on the input
data. Finally, the self-paced learning strategy of SPCNN learns the easiest training samples first and
gradually incorporates the hard ones (noisy data) which improves the robustness of the method to
noise. The experiment on the Yellow River data set which contains much noise provides a verification
for this analysis. From the results on this data set, it can be seen that SPCNN still performs well,
whereas the compared algorithms suffer more from this noisy data set.

The reason the binary SPL term shown in Equation (3) was adopted over a non-binary one
are mainly from the specific application of the algorithm applied to PolSAR image classification.
Different from the SPL applied to high-level or mid-level computer vision tasks, for example,
image classification or object detection, the goal of proposed SPCNN is to enhance the generalization
and convergence of CNN so improved performance is achieved in pixel-level PolSAR image
classification with large speckle noise and ground diversity. Compared with the binary SPL term
adopted in the method, a non-binary regularization term will inevitably bring in a certain extent of
the noisy data at the initial stage of training when the network is not mature yet, which hampers
the stability and convergence of the training process. Furthermore, the binary SPL term can help the
network focus on the more representative training samples of each class so the ground heterogeneity
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and label uncertainty existed in remotely sensed PolSAR data can be well handled. The superior
performance achieved by SPCNN over the comparisons on the Yellow River data that contains more
noise and ground diversity provides a solid verification for this conjecture.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a novel PolSAR terrain classification framework using deep self-paced
convolutional neural network (SPCNN). The scattering intensity values of the four channels and Pauli’s
RGB values are used to represent the raw PolSAR data, which retains mutual information between
channels and texture information in Pauli’s RGB image. Then, each pixel is constructed as a tensor
block and the channel-spatial features can be extracted and naturally employed for classification due
to the properties of CNN. During the process of training the network, the learning process is further
optimized by using self-paced learning strategy, which enables network to learn from easy tasks
to difficult gradually. Finally, comparison studies confirm the superiority of the proposed method.
The strengths lie into two aspects. For the features extraction phase, the channel-spatial features
containing rich scattering intensity and structure information are more effective to represent the
original PolSAR data. For the training process, the training process of SPCNN is improved through
SPL, which contributes the network to a better convergence solution so as to enhance the generalization
ability. The proposed method was validated by four real PolSAR dataset and superior results were
achieved by proposed SPCNN over the state-of-the-art comparisons.

The future works include investigating the characteristics and impacts of different SPL terms
and related initialization heuristics on the proposed framework; SPL in dilated convolutional neural
networks [45,46] for learning multi-scale and receptive features of PolSAR data. Also, instead of using
only the scattering intensity information, leveraging the phase information contained in the original
complex data will provide further correlation information between channels.
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